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Echo Global Logistics, Inc., a leading provider of technology-enabled
transportation lnd supply
chain management services, announced today the appointment
of Cheryl Johnson to the post of
Senior Vice President of Talent. Ms. Johnson holds more than 16 years
of progressiver HR industry
experience' which includes several executive-level appointments.

Ms' Johnson previously led talent rnanagement fbr retail chain Ulta Cosrnetics. prior
to her time with
Ulta, Ms' Johnson served as Divisional Vice President of Strategic Talent
Management for Sears
Holding company and also spent time as Vice President of Human Resources
tbr Fossil Inc.
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By Dionna Booher, Huffingtott post ContribtLtor

When coworkels are caught in conflict, do you know how to re-open the lines of comnrunication
without getting trapped in the fallout? Do you care-or do you just stay clear? As a leader,
here,s
what you can do to help minirnize the grunbling, reduce the stress, and resolve
the
isr;ue:

Avoid taking sides and talking the opposition over to the other viewpoint. Work with

both individuals from the very beginning. You may decide to meet with both people together
or
separately. If you neet with them separately, make sure both understand that what
they share with
you may not necessarily be withheld from the other person. You may nee<l
to use that infolmation to
Yerify and clarifiz with the other pelson. If you don't warn them upfront, they may
think yoll,re
"breaking their confidence."

rnterview the bystanders.

You can only rnake sense of someone else's conflict when armed with
unbiased versions of events and circumstances. Casually observe how "innocent
bystanders" react to
the situation. What do they have to say abor-rt the issues? Be careftrl, of course, that yo1 don't just
collect the data that was passed on to them from the other people directly involved. Just probe
fbr
what they've observed first-hand. Identify facts, assumptions, and feelings. They all count.

Handle the PR. If you

can pass on complimentary remarks from one person to the other, do so. If
not, you rnay have to dig into the past to find these gems. "Jer:ry, Antonio does respect your
work. If
you recall, last quarter he asked to be assigned to your team on the Bilcox project""
The purpose is to

help them recall their past good relationship (if that's been the case.) Sharing positive .remarks
adds

credence to other things the person says. If someone is willing
to confirm the good, chances are
they'll likely be honest-as they see it-about the current problem.

Offer to coach. Restate their common goals-again and again. "omar, you're concerned
with
cutting costs in this division this quarter. Bianca, you have the same mindset-get
the bottomline
back in the black." They need constant reminders of where they're going-the
finish line. This step is
particularly important if the mediation has taken several days or
even weeks.

Mediate' If either person balks during the
mediator role:

process, then as a last resort, assume a more official

r) Share your conclusions about where you believe both have miscommunicated
in the past. point
out their invalid assumptions and perceptions about each other's intentions,
actions, and
communication. This will be the toughest part of your task. At the least, ask
each person to
paraphrase to you how he or she thinks the other views things and
how he or she feels about those
events or circumstances.

z) Advocate "no-fault" resolution. When you are involved as mediator, the people
in conflict have an
added investment in maintaining their self-esteem. It's bad enough to admit
error or fault to one
person; it's doubly difficult to admit fault to two people-especially

if one of them is your

downplay any effort to place blame.

boss. So

it loudly, clearly' and frequently: "Conflict is inevitable. No one has to be at fault.
Conflict just is.
Let's focus on working out a resolution." And then make sure your phrasing
supports [hat premise
and forget cause and effect.
Say

3) Ask them to suggest resolutions. They'll more likely follow through on their
necessary, reiterate their criteria and reasons for coming to resolution. As

ideas-not yours.

If

suggestions meet the
criteria, record them, and ask fbr reaction from the other person. Accept. Check for
agreement.
Accept. Check for agreement.
4) Ensure that the solution is acceptable to both-not a "win" for one and a "withdrawal,,for the
other. Your presence ensures that one person does not overpower the other.
When you've been successful in helping others through a conflict crisis, they'll rely on you
again and
again. And you'll have the satisfaction of knowing you've deactivated a productivity problem
and
kept one more relationship intact.
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